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Showcase: Six the Musical

took a punt and asked to visit the theatre to
look around, which Mike kindly obliged. I made
friends there and gradually worked my
way into the fold of the crew, working in all tech
departments, but with a heavy focus on audio.
Mike was generous enough to let me loose on
some light sound design duties and content
creation for shows in the studio theatre. The
seed was planted.

The TRP was a major producing house and
many of the first-class national tours were (and
still are) built and co-produced there. This gave
me amazing access and opportunities to meet
the big gun freelancers and Sound Designers
from London, many of whom are close friends
to this day.

From Plymouth, I made a conscious decision to
relocate to London after interviewing for the
No.3 sound position at Miss Saigon, playing at
Theatre Royal Drury Lane. Over the next few
years I followed a natural industry progression
of sound operating and freelancing, moving
through the ranks. I then branched off in
another deliberate direction towards production

Spending an hour with the wives of Henry VIII
might not, in the first instance, make you think
musical theatre, but that is exactly the topic of
hit musical Six: a journey exploring the untold
stories of these women. With a cult following
and a rapid proliferation of productions opening
in Australia, UK and the USA, as well as more in
the planning, this is a busy time for sound
designer Paul Gatehouse. We caught up with
Paul as the production was mid-preview period
on Broadway. 

What was your route into theatre sound
design?
I became intrigued by sound engineering
through work experience at my local theatre,
Theatre Royal Plymouth. I was heavily into music
and live performance at school and was looking
for an outlet to turn that hobby into a career.
After initially volunteering at a Hospital Radio
service, I then got in touch with Mike Palmer,
the theatre’s Head of Sound at the time. The
theatre used to transmit audio-described
performances via an ISDN line – (remember
those!?). During testing of that line one day, I
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work. I was intrigued by all the developing tech
and began programming and assisting for Mick
Potter after working for him as Head of Sound
on the Saturday Night FeverUK Tour. This led to a
working relationship as his Associate for over
ten years, taking me all over the world, involved
in hundreds of productions.

My design career developed out of my busy
associate work and through a long-standing
working relationship with Cameron Mackintosh
Limited (CML), I was presented with
opportunities to take on new versions of his
titles, and from there I’ve been working as a full-
time designer.

How did you become involved with Six?
George Stiles, who I’ve worked with many times
through his writing work with CML (Mary Poppins,
Betty Blue Eyes), approached me with a project
he’d become involved with as executive producer.
It was an offer that came completely out of the
blue. Kenny Wax, another exec producer, sent me
an early demo of one of the songs on YouTube and
I loved the hook of the song.

There had been two previous iterations, one
being the initial student production that the
writers Toby and Lucy put on at the Edinburgh
Festival with their mates, and then a semi-
produced showcase at The Arts. Kenny, George,

and Andy and Wendy Barnes (our third set of
exec producers) teamed up, assembled a
creative team and fully produced the first UK
Tour, which incorporated a run at the following
Edinburgh Fringe and a short residency at The
Arts Theatre in London.

The show has grown speedily with multiple
productions now open throughout the world.
What was the process in getting here?
We set about designing the ‘staged concert’
concept from the brief given to us by Toby and
Lucy. It needed to feel like a Beyonce concert,
heavily influenced by her Live At Roseland show
in New York and provide a platform for The
Queens to tell their stories. The book and songs
were fully formed. We had production
rehearsals with full band and sound at Dance
Attic in London, before tech’ing the show at The
Norwich Playhouse, which was a tight squeeze
to say the least! During the course of the run in
Norwich, and through to the Ed Fringe, it was
clear that excitement was building through
social media and a solid fan base was formed,
which then resulted in an extension to the tour
and a transfer to The Arts, as an official ‘West
End’ run.

How has the show developed since this initial
inception?
As we’ve grown in size, we’ve been able to add

more production elements which reinforce the
impact of the story telling. Through costume,
set, lighting and sound it puts the central
characters in a really strong place to get their
message across. The biggest change for sound
was in the move to Broadway, we were able to
uplift the design to an object-based process
using d&b Soundscape, with fully tracked vocal
objects (using TiMax D4 Tracking) for The
Queens. This allows the audience to lock on to
whomever is the focal point and also adds
dimension to the multi-part harmonies and
group BVs.

How did you achieve the show prior to using
d&b Soundscape on the Broadway production,
and what changes has Soundscape made?
For the non-Soundscape version I used a matrix
of speakers upstage of the band to give
instruments a localised element, which we were
able to replicate even further with Soundscape,
but without needing the source speakers.
Vocally, with Soundscape the tracking is a game
changer. Your attention is immediately drawn to
who is singing or speaking and it again elevates
the dynamism of the performance. The moving
sound image reinforces their demand of your
attention at all times.

When we transferred to Broadway, as part of
the Soundscape uplift, we turned the system
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into a 360 version and made the addition of
surround speakers, which enabled us to widen
things out in every dimension again. We use the
En-Space algorithm within Soundscape on
certain track elements to give them early
reflections and depth, and dynamically
manipulate objects via OSC from QLab around
the room to add extra dynamics to the
orchestrations. These would be sweeps, risers,
pads, booms, etc. Lots of ear candy and pop
production elements that Tom Curran, our
Orchestrator, has brilliantly put together.

What were the biggest challenges for you on
this show?
More of a conscious design principal than a
challenge, was to make sure the sound of the
show was narrative led, even though we are in a
pop concert setting. In other words, get the
vocals to have a crystal focus within the high
SPL and dense music sound-field. This led to an
early decision to use handheld vocal
microphones for the whole delivery of the show,
which worked in harmony with the pop icon
imagery. 

The premise of the show is that The Queens
compete in a competition to become the lead
singer of the group (called SiX) by
demonstrating who had the worst experiences
during their marriage to Henry VIII. The Queens

Paul Gatehouse

Seeing a show
grow to where
it has, in the
time it has, is
incredible
and I feel
very lucky to
be involved. 
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address the audience constantly through the
fourth wall, so even when they speak to each
other we are always being included in the
conversation. The use of handhelds reinforces
this concept well, as opposed to only using
handhelds for songs and other head worn mics
for dialogue.

With a strong design concept based around
narrative storytelling with handheld mics, what
is your relationship with the directors Lucy Moss
and Jamie Armitage like?
They have really clear ideas about the sound of
the show and what their influences were. In
truth, it’s the same music as I love and listen to
everyday, so we really all knew what we were
working towards from the get-go. I have a
background in studio production and I mix
records, so a lot of those techniques and stylistic
choices are in the design of the show. Especially
in the vocal production which is tight and slick,
with layered multi-band and broadband
compression from the console and plug-ins.
The low frequencies are also really key, I spend a
lot of time working on the management of
those key aspects.

Can you tell us a little about the shows dynamic
and the sound that you have created for the
show? 
It has a great arc. It opens out from pre-show

music which is made up of contemporary pop
songs re-styled in Tudor instrumentation, into
an all guns blazing concert opening which
introduce the characters. We transition though
each Queen’s solo number styled on pop divas
of the day, moving through many musical styles
from Ariana Grande to Emily Sandé. Then we
ramp up through to The Queens coming
together as a group in the title song Six and
then pump up the energy again with the
MegaSix.

What were the challenges of working with a
live band, balancing music and vocals? What
about sound effects?
As we know, when working at high SPL the
frequency balance has to be on point, or it won’t
be able to be loud enough with a sound that
the ear perceives to be balanced. As I mentioned
before, dynamic and spectral management is
what allows you to do this, especially in a
relatively small space such as a theatre. By
design I have really clean sources from electric
drums, DI’d instruments and track so I can sculpt
this with a high level of dependency. The
handhelds (with DPA dfacto 4018VL capsules)
also give me a tight pop vocal sound. 

We then have a clear road map of the mix of the
show, so once the car is tuned up, the mixer can
throw it around the corners with confidence

and add to the dynamic excitement of the
performance.

Sound effects are minimal, we don’t re-create
any sonic environments as we are directly
planted into one, the concert world. The four-
piece, all-female band are onstage and the
audience are our real-life crowd. We see
everything that happens in real time so don’t
need any aural cues to help tell us what might
be going on.

There are a couple of accented moments with
electronic phone-style FX, when Henry is
choosing his latest wife from the Hans Holbein
portraits, depicted in a mock Tinder scene by
swiping left and right.

What is your favourite moment in the show?
My favourite moment is what we call The Re-
Mix, when the Queens, led by Parr, reclaim their
voices from history and realise that competing
and comparing themselves is pointless, and they
re-write their Her-story from that point to the
end of the show. It’s an electric moment which
always lifts the roof.

Did anyone else work with you?
We would be nothing without our teams!
Bringing a show from the Fringe to Broadway
has involved a lot of people mucking in and
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going above and beyond in the early days. I can’t
thank Charlie Smith, my UK Associate enough
for putting in a crazy amount of work on the
multiple productions that we’ve rolled out so
quickly. Associates cover so many skill bases,
drawing, logistics, programming, content
creation, mixing, the list goes on. Become a
good Associate and you’ll never be out of work!

Our New York team, Josh Millican (US Associate
Sound Designer) and Kate Munchrath (A2
Audio), did an incredible job of helping me to
scale up the show for the biggest version we’ve
done to date. And I have a great team of
Production Sound Engineers around the globe,
Josh, Kelsh, Dillon, Joe, Alan and David who
constantly innovate and refine the process.

Luckily, every person on the team and every
sound operator who works on the show really
loves it and our creative team, production staff
and companies around the world have an
amazing family feel. Seeing a show grow to
where it has, in the time it has, is incredible and
I feel very lucky to be involved. •

MORE INFO
sixthemusical.com
@paulgatehouse

Natalie Paris as Jane Seymour
(© Eleanor Howarth)


